The sophisticated Linux monitoring suite is a
logical addition to our portfolio of monitoring
solutions. Thanks to its thousands of data
centers, hosting and cloud providers, MSP
and ISPs, enterprises will be able to ensure
the health and reliability of their Linux
virtualization.

“The development of this solution comes as a result of
the numerous requests for it, which we have received
during the last year.”, said Yusuf Ozturk, CEO of
VirtualMetric.

Monitoring and tracking of the resources and utilization of the Linux
environment will help the users also to achieve better efficiency, cut costs
and reduce the efforts cloud engineers spend on managing the
infrastructure.
The smart combination of real-time agentless Linux monitoring, together
with Inventory and Change Tracking makes VirtualMetric a high-value
unique solution for ensuring the health and uptime of your virtualization.
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VirtualMetric’s Heatmap allows you to track the whole infrastructure you
manage in only 2-3 seconds. It is a visual representation of the current state of
all your hosts, using different colours to show the status of each host:
 Healthy
 Monitor
 Warning
 Error
You can monitor all performance counters and inventory health on one simple
interface.
By using the real-time Linux Heatmap, you achieve complete visibility and
easy tracking and reporting of the live state of the virtualization.

Unlike other solutions, VirtualMetric is agentless monitoring software, which
tracks your environment’s health and inventory in real time. Advanced
combination of Linux monitoring solution and change tracking!
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As all other VirtualMetric’s monitoring products, our Linux Monitoring Suite is
providing Inventory Monitoring and Change Tracking. This makes it unbeatable
when we talk about functionalities and usefulness.
The Linux inventory tracking will be included by default in the solution for all
users. VirtualMetric will perform a detailed inventory scanning to collect all
information across your Linux servers. Everything will be trackable – system
configuration, applications and services, firewall configuration, etc. All kind of
inventories is collected. Every time a new set is collected, it is compared with the
previous one and all changes are detected.
VirtualMetric is helping the organizations to manage better their Linux
servers, avoid downtime, and prevent attacks or breaches caused by
human mistakes.

VirtualMetric’s Linux Monitoring Suite contains a huge set of predefined templates
for easy monitoring of your Hyper-V virtualization. However you can customize
them within a few minutes, share with other users and reach your desired
monitoring schema quickly.
Our dynamic dashboard and custom notifications and alerts help you to
fine-tune the system according to your needs!
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What VirtualMetric is most effective in is
reading automatically the log and
configuration files and visualizes everything
in easy to navigate and use charts and
reports. By using the monitoring solution you
will track closer the health and all processes
within your Linux infrastructure. You will be
able to troubleshoot and react fast in case of
an issue!













Full Inventory Monitoring and Tracking
Change tracking
Agentless Linux monitoring – the only Linux monitoring solution without
an agent on the market
All counters collected in real time for maximum efficiency
Ease of deployment and use
No need to have a Senior Linux administrator to take care for the
monitoring
Multi tenancy
Heatmap for your whole infrastructure
Log collection and monitoring
Network traffic monitoring and auditing
Custom notifications and predefined alarms
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To make it extremely user-friendly, VirtualMetric will provide two
interfaces of its Linux Monitoring Suite to cover all your needs for
easiness and professional reporting and analysis.
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